**MERCED Melamine Dinnerware**

**Simple Elegance!**

The trusted MERCED line includes multiple sizes of plates, bowls, trays, cups, saucers, and even ramekins!

**URBAN NATURALS**

The Merced line in Color!

Urban Naturals brings the merced line to life with colors that work whether your style is traditional or contemporary. Most items in the Merced line are available in Urban Naturals colors.

**RIO**

The Merced line in Primary Colors!

Rio brings vibrant colors to your younger audience. Most items in the Merced line are available in Rio colors. Contact your representative for full product listings.

**TROPICANA**

Travel to the Tropics!

Tropicana is traditional or contemporary. Most items in the Merced line are available in Tropicana colors.

**ILLOGICAL**

Iconic Look & Feel!

Includes 3 sizes of Faux Cast Iron Fry Pans, and 2 versions of our Faux Cast Iron Skillet!

**FO BWA Melamine Serving Boards**

Innovative and Practical!

This popular product line includes Round and Rectangular Melamine Serving Boards.

Visit us online at: www.egsfoodservice.com

Call 800.584.2712 toll-free to locate a distributor near you!
Durable Elegance!
This unique, textured collection includes multiple sizes of plates, bowls, and serving pieces.

Round Two-Tone Plate
D1098
10" dia. x 3/4" h.

Round Plates
D101

Irregular Round Plate
7 1/2" dia. x 3/4" h.

Visit us online at:  www.egsfoodservice.com

Durable Elegance!
This organic, textured collection includes multiple sizes of plates, bowls, and serving pieces.

Check Out Durango!
Includes multiple sizes of plates, and bowls and delivers the look of porcelain at a fraction of the cost.

Delivers the look of porcelain at a fraction of the cost.
Includes multiple sizes of plates, bowls, and serving pieces.

High-Gloss Texture!
Intricate design includes multiple sizes of plates, bowls, platters, round serving bowls and a 4 oz. Ramekin.

Beautifully Square!
The Squared line includes multiple sizes of square plates, square bowls, as well as a square serving bowl and a 12" rectangular platter.

Eco-friendly Melamine & Bamboo!
Manufactured with 50% melamine and 50% bamboo featuring a natural matte (pebble) texture.

Use DuraWare & Servingware for complete tableware.

Serving the World One Plate at a Time!
DURA

Check Out Durango!
Includes multiple sizes of plates, bowls, and serving pieces.

SQAUR

Beautifully Square!
The Square line includes multiple sizes of square plates, square bowls, as well as a square serving bowl and a 12" rectangular platter.

GREEN

Eco-friendly Melamine & Bamboo!
Manufactured with 50% melamine and 50% bamboo featuring a natural matte linen texture.

DURANGO

Check Out Durango!
Includes multiple sizes of plates, bowls, and serving pieces.

SQUARE PEBBLE CREEK

Beautifully Square!
The Square Pebble Creek line includes multiple sizes of square plates, square bowls,以及 a square serving bowl and a 12" rectangular platter.

PEBBLE CREEK

High-Gloss Texture!
The PEBBLE CREEK line includes multiple sizes of plates, bowls, platters, round serving bowls and a 4 oz. ramekin.

SQUARED

Glossy & Square!
Our SQUARED line includes 5 sizes of plates, 2 sizes of bowls, a 12" platter and comes in 9 colors.

GREENOVATIONS

Eco-friendly Melamine & Bamboo!
Manufactured with 50% melamine and 50% bamboo featuring a natural matte linen texture.

DELTA TERRA

Durable Elegance!
This elegant, textural collection includes multiple sizes of plates, bowls, and serving pieces.

SQR

Serving the World One Plate at a Time!
Visit us online at: www.agsfoodservice.com
Call 800.584.2712 toll-free to locate a distributor near you!
MERCED Melamine Dinnerware

Simple Elegance!
The trusted Merced line includes multiple sizes of platters, plates, bowls, mugs, cups, saucers, and even ramekins!

FO BWA Melamine Serving Boards

Innovative and Practical!
This popular product line includes Round and Rectangular Melamine Serving Boards.

URBAN NATURALS

The Merced line in Color!
Urban Naturals brings the merced line to life with colors that work whether your style is traditional or contemporary. Most items in the Merced line are available in Urban Naturals colors.

The Merced line in Primary Colors!
Rio brings vibrant colors to your younger audience. Most items in the Merced line are available in Rio colors. Contact your representative for full product listings.

TROPICANA

Travel to the Tropics!
Kip brings exciting colors and thoughtfully sized to meet your needs.

ICONIC LOOK & FEEL!
Includes 3 sizes of Faux Cast Iron Fry Pans, and 2 versions of our Faux Cast Iron Skillet!

Call 800.584.2712 toll-free to locate a distributor near you!
Visit us online at: www.egsfoodservice.com
MERCED Melamine Dinnerware
Simple Elegance!
The Merced line includes multiple sizes of platters, plates, bowls, mugs, cups, saucers, and even ramekins!

FO BWA Melamine Serving Boards
Innovative and Practical!
This popular product line includes Round and Rectangular Melamine Serving Boards.

URBAN NATURALS
The Merced line in Color!
Urban Naturals brings the merced line to life with colors that work whether your style is traditional or contemporary. Most items in the Merced line are available in urban Naturals colors.

RIO
The Merced line in Primary Colors!
Rio brings vibrant colors to your younger audience. Most items in the Merced line are available in Rio colors. Contact your representative for full product listings.

TROPICANA
Travel to the Tropics!
Exotic palm leaf platters, plates & bowls available in 3 exciting colors and thoughtfully sized to meet your needs.

Merced line are available in Rio colors. Rio brings vibrant colors to your younger audience.

Urban Naturals brings the merced line to life with colors that work whether your style is traditional or contemporary. Most items in the Merced line are available in Urban Naturals colors.

The trusted Merced line includes multiple sizes of platters, plates, bowls, mugs, cups, saucers, and even ramekins! Simple Elegance!

Visit us online at: www.egsfoodservice.com
Call 800.584.2712 toll-free to locate a distributor near you!